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    Press Release 
 
 
 
New variable chamber round balers from John Deere 
 
Zweibrücken, 22 June 2017 - John Deere is introducing a complete range of 
new variable chamber round balers to succeed the previous 800 & 900 Series 
models. The V451G, V451M/V461M and V451R/V461R/C451R/C461R balers 
are designed to work in all types of crop conditions from wet to very dry, 
offering farmers and contractors increased versatility, efficiency and ease of 
operation. 
 
The V451G performs best in dry crops and can handle a range of outputs from 
low to medium volume where the focus is on producing perfectly formed bales 
as quickly as possible. Features include a durable, extra heavy-duty welded 
frame and a feeding system with a larger diameter pick-up and in-line auger 
rotor. 
 
The V451M/V461M multi-crop balers are ideal for steady medium volume use 
or during the busiest times where day to day use to speedy, high capacity 
performance is needed. The standard drop-floor unplugging system uses a 
unique parallelogram mechanism and is the widest on the market, enabling 
the operator to remove blockages instantly, from the tractor cab. 
 
High density, high quality and premium specifications are the key features of 
the V451R/V461R models, which have been developed to meet the high output 
requirements of contractors and larger livestock farms. As introduced on the 
900 Series round balers in 2012, the revolutionary Fast Release System (FRS), 
in combination with the high capacity feeding system, is capable of producing 
more than 120 bales per hour. All these characteristics are now also available 
in a combi wrapper version of these models called C451R/C461R. 
 
“The introduction of these new variable chamber round balers completes the 
replacement of the entire John Deere baler range over the last two years,” 
says Philippe Ostermann, Marketing Manager of the Arc-lès-Gray factory in 
France. “With the current line-up, we are able to offer every customer the most 
suitable machine for their farm’s crops and conditions.” 
 


